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U. S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

REGION III
DIVISION OF COMPLIA"CB

Report of Inspection

C0 Report No. 263/70-9

Licensee: Northern States Power Company
Monticelle Nuclear Generating Plant
License No. CPPR-31
Category B

Dates of Inspection: May 12 and 13, 1970

Dates of Previous Inspe. tion: April 22-24, 1970
LAl ' W

Inspected By: . W. utton Reactor Inspector

--m-<' (Construction) July 15, 1970
0g|| h$5essr{v rrc.

Reviewed By: H. D. Thornburg p Sr. Reactor Inspector July 16, 1970

( Proprietary Information: None

' UMMARY,

On May 12 and 13, 1970, an announced inspection was performed at the
Monticello site for the purpose of reviewing specifications, procedures,
material quality, and quality assurance to be used during the replace-
ment or modifications of furnace sensitized stainless steel components
attached to the reactor vessel. (Section II.A B, C)

Procedures to be used for the baseline ultrasonic testing examination,
hydrostatic testing af ter repairs, and as-built piping arrangements
were also examined. (Section II.D, E, F)

The inspector also reviewed documentation of resolution of a DDR and
repair of a defect indication in a section of recirculation system
pipe. (Section II.G and H)
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DETAILS
,

; 1. Scope of Inspection

; The purpose of the inspection conducted on May 12 and 13, 1970,
j was to review the specifications, procedures, material quality, and
j quality assurance to be used during the replacement or modification
; of furnace sensitized stainless steel components attached to the reactor
; vessel. The procedures to be used for the baseline ultrasonic testing
; examination, hydrostatic testing after repairs, and as-built piping
' arrangements were also reviewed. In addition, the documents were

reviewed pertaining to the resolution of previously identified DDR's.

4 The inspection was performed by J. W. Sutton, Reactor Inspector (Con-
! struction) Region III, and William J. Collins, Metallurgical Engineer,

C0 HQ, who also contributed to the preparation of the report.

The following personnel were contacted during the inspection

Northern States Power Compsny (NS P)_

; J. Sullivan Site QA Supervisor
; P. Kruropos Metallurgical Engineer

R. Jensen, Assistant Manager, Plant Engineering and Construction*

W. Jokela, Quality Asburance Superintendent
d K. Gelle, Nuclear Engineer

General Electric Company (CE)

l
J. Shimm, Design Engineer
J. Sherman, QA Engineer (Site)*

P. Storvick, QA, Reactor Vessel Internals

II. Results of Inspection

A. Sensitized Stainless Steel Components

The licensee has reviewed construction methods and available
documentation pertaining to field erection of the reactor vessel and,
excluding the Ap nozzle extension internal to the vessel, concludes'

that the extent of furnace sensitized stainless steel components joined I

thereto are as described in Amendment 26. Attachment 1 lists these I
components and summarizes the proposed modifications.
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The 6 p nozzle extension which consists of a weld build-up
projection (a l-1/2 inches) of the cladding, was believed to have been
exposed to stress relief temperature during field erection of the vessel
and is considered sensitized. The licensee and CE evaluated the weldment,
both for the probability of intergranular attack and for the consequences of
any failure, and determined that replacement or cladding would not be re-
quired. Since the nozzle is near the bottom of the vessel, accessibility
was a consideration. We understand that this has been discussed with ACRS
and DRL.

B. Material tuality Documentation and Procedures

Forgings to SA 336-F8 specifications are being used as replace-
ment components for the furnace sensitized stainless steel safe ends and
long veld neck flanges as shown in Attachment 1. Because of the penetra-
tion of jet pump instrumentation lines, the safe ends on vessel nozzles
N8A and NSB are each comprised of two half-section forgings which will
require two longitudinal welds and two circumferential velds during installa-
Lion. An examination of the purchase order (CE No. 205 AC 88) and quality
related records disclosed that all replacement safe ends meet the requirements

I of the specification and ASME Code, Section III.

With regard to weld materials, an examinatien of suppliers' certi-
fled test reports and users' performance tests, conducted independently
by the licensee, indicates that the stainless and Inconel welding electrodes
meet quality acceptance standards imposed by ASME Code, Section III Article
5. No improper storage, usage, or identification of welding materials was
observed during an inspection of work areas.

Written work control procedures previously developed by GE and
Bechtel for the original fabrication, i.e., installation, welding, non-
destructive examinations, and documentation thereof, have been upgraded to
the latest ASME Code, Section III requirements for use in the replacement
and modification program. In addition, a special liquid pcnetrant procedure
using fluorescent penetrants has been developed by CE. This more sensitive
method of examination will be applied to the recirculation nozzle safe ends,
both before and af ter weld overlaying.

Both welding procedure and welder qualifications supporting the
manual metal are and tungsten inert gas welding process being used in the
program were examined. Detailed performance tests demonstrating adequacy
of procedures and welder competency, certified by the Eastern Testing
Laboratory, were found to be in accordance with ASME Code, Section IX.
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C. Cladding of Recirculation Norrie Safe Ends

Field observations revealed that in-progress cladding of nozzle
safe ends and related work performance were consistent with Amendment 26.
Since deposition of the overlay was only partially complete, no liquid
penet rant examinations were observed.

In discussion with the licensee's Quality Control Superintendent,
the inspector raised several issues related to the cladding program.
These were av follows:

1. The inspector observed that the safe end rework drawing
(GE 117C 4500, Rev. A) specified cladding of 1.D and OD
surfaces followed by liquid penetrant examination and
ultrasonic examination to assure adequate cladding thickness.

This specified course of action
differed from the planned outline in Amendment 26 in that

I
Amendment 26 only specified cladding of ID surfaces followed
by liquid penetrant examinations. (Amendment 27, which

j subsequently added cladding to external surfaces, ws
j ( not availabic to the inspectors at the time of the inspec-
i tion.)
1

2. The inspector discussed with Mr. Jokela the application;

i of cladding to sensitized stainless steel as a protection
from exposure to containments and emphasized that the !

adequacy of such protection depends on welding procedures,
;electrode composition and dilution factors, and extent of

i cladding coverage with quality control measures being an
j important adjunct. The inspector observed that work |

,

| performance in deposition of cladding appeared adequate.
i

| D. Therms 1 Insulation
)

'

A review of the thermal insulation used on reactor coolant
piping .evealed that all metal mirror insulation is provided on vessel
nozzle and safe end sections. A composite insulation called "Unibestos"4

I

has been installed on the piping systems, including the stainless
1 steel sections. This insulation is comprised mostly of Amosite asbestos,

a diatomaceous silica filler and sodium silicate which acts as a,

binder. The manufacturer's (pittsburgh Corning) data indicates the.

, insulation is suitable for service temperatures up to 1500 F.
i

i

Because soms insulation materials contain leachable chlorides
| (up to 125 ppm), the evaluation of Unibestos in this regard was dis-

cussed with Messrs. Jokela and Jensen. Mr. Jokela stated that NSp, ,
,
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would perform independent analyses of the material in question comparing
the results with RDT Standard M 12-17. He has since reported that the
material in question met the GE order specifications which are more
conservat tve than the RDT standards.

E. Baseline Ultrasonic Testing Examination - Vessel Nozzle Welds

The GE ultrasonic test procedure and techniques related to the
baseline examination of the vessel nozzle welds were reviewed and dis-
cussed with Jokela. It was determined that relatively rough cladding
surf ace conditions and accessibility limitations required contact
testing from ex:ernal surfaces using a combination of special longitudinal
and shear wave techniques. These techniques were consistent with the
intent of ASME Code, Section III provisions. However, suf ficient
information or data on the parameter studies which provided the bases
for the inspection techniques sare not available at the site.

Mr. Jokela assured the inspector that additional information
supporting the tethniques employed would be obtained from CE and made
available for Compliance review, which has been done. This matter is

; considered to be closed.

F. Hydrostatic Testing and New Baseline NDT

; According to Messrs. Jokela and Jensen, a decision has been
i made to hydrostatic test the vessel and new safe components and related

welds at 1563 poi (125% of design) subsequent to the replacement program.,

All replacement velds will be liquid penetrant examined and radiographed.
In addition, a new baseline examination will be performed on replace-

| ment veldu utilizing ultrasonic testing methods. It has also been
I learned that four of the welds which have not been repaired or altered
j will be reinspected using baseline inspection techniques to evaluate

the effect of the post repair hydrostatic test on the validity of the4

; baseline inspection.

I G. As-Built Piping Arrangements
>

During the field inspection, the following observations were
made:,

:

1. The drain line (to rrdwaste system) on the jet pump
; instrumentation assembly, vessel nozzle NBA, appeared to
' interfere with the rectreviation piping. Restricted

movement at this point, coupled with weld residual stresses,
e.g. , four welds in safe end, could alter the expected,

'

bending stresses at the nozzle safe end during therm,a17
1 cycling.
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2. The large jet pump header piping and related seismic
restraints do not appear to be concentric with respo_ct

: to each other. In one instance, the piping and restraint
tangentially interfaced at the nine o' clock position
(internal side) while clearance at the 12 o' clock position

'

approximated 3/8 inch. At the three o' clock position
(outer periphery), clearances were about 1.5 inches.

The inspector reviewed the above observations with NSP and
CE representatives. The applicant has indicated in the public hearing
for the Monticello operating license that an as-built stress analysia
will be performed prior to startup. The as-build stress analysis
will identify all piping arrangement problems for repair. '

11 . Jerrite Tests of Rockwell Relief Valves. DDR 2278
The inspector was informed by P. Krumpos (NSP) that the

Rockwell relief valve velds were tested by a Severns Gage on May 7,
1970. All tests were found to be within tolerances. We con:ider this
item as closed.

I. Linear Indication Grinnell Pipe (PS-B-3)

The following documents pertaining to the above were revikwed
by the inspectors

a. Letter of August 20, 1968, from GE indicating pipe had
a linear defect,

b. QC Report dated 11 43-68 (Bechtel Corporation) indicating
that the linear indication was found to be a surf ace
defect. The defect was removed by light grinding. PT
inspection produced satisfactory results. The pipe wall
thickness was measured to be above minimum.

The pipe was shipped from the Grinnell shop to the site with
the subject indication, with prior agreenent that the repair be made at
the site to preclude causing delay of delivery of the shipment, which
was needed to maintain the construction schedule. We consider this item
as closed.

J. Exit In te rview

At the conclusion of the inspection, an exit interview wa's
held with responsible management of the applicant and GE. All personnel
listed in Section I attended. The following items were discussed:

1. Sensitized stainless steel components.

2.( Specifications, procedures, material documentation, and
quality assurance to be used during the repairs.

- - _ _- - - - - - - - -
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! 3. Baseline ultrasonic testing examination of vessel nozzle
j welds.
1

] 4. Hydrostatic testing of vessel.

i
j 5. As-built piping arrangements.
i

j 6. Ferrite examination of Rockwell relief valve welds.
1 Resolution of the DDR and the linear indication found

in Grinnell piping.

j NSP agreed to provide additional information concerning the UT
procedure for examining the vessel welds during baseline inspections.i

This has been subsequently received.
J
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Proposed ;

Co=ponent Soec. - Crade - Condition Modification |

NLA & N1B Recirculation Outlet SA240-Tp304 - Solution heat treated Clad ID only

Nozzles Safe End Rolled and Welded
'

Furnace Sensitized

N6A & N6B Top Head lastrumentation SA182-F304 - Solution heat treated Replace
Furnace SensitizedLong weld neck flange

N7 Top Head Vent SA182-F304 - Solution heat treated Replace
Furnace SensitizedLong weld neck flange

N8A & N83 Jet Pump Instrumentation SA336-F8 - Solution heat treated Replace

Nozzle Safe End Furnace Sensitized

N9 CRD Hydraulic System SA336-F8 - Solution heat treated Replace

Return Nozzle Safe Furnace Sensitized
End

20 Weld buildup of Jet SA298 kreld metal Overla; existing
| T pe 308 Furnace Sensitized mounting pads
| Pump mounting pads f and attachment velds

32 Various sizes - weld build-up SA298 Ueld metal Overlay pad and, a

of mounting pads Type 308 Furnace Sensitized attachment veld
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